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HELLO

Thank you for enquiring about the role here at Biodiverse Consulting - we genuinely appreciate your

interest.

We like to do things differently here and our vision is to deliver pragmatic services that balance business

and biodiversity.

Having launched in 2019, we have experienced exponential growth and are now recruiting for a number of

roles to meet growing demand. We are seeking a motivated and talented professional Senior Ecologist to

bring their knowledge and experience to offer creative solutions for clients and wildlife alike.

This is an amazing opportunity to shape deliver traditional and non-traditional biodiversity services in a

boutique consultancy setting.

Being a small but growing team, we all work together to build a culture of integrity, adaptiveness,

collaboration, creativity and passion. We want you to grow alongside the company and bring your own

experience, demonstrable skills, and knowledge to support the development of existing and future team

members.

We are keen to offer the right role to the right person and flexible working patterns and hours are available.

This pack describes the position in more detail and the key attributes we are looking for and also gives an

overview of what you can expect in return for your contribution and dedication. Please have a good read

and if you would like to have an informal chat about the role then give me a ring.

Your application should take the form of a CV and a cover letter detailing why your experience, knowledge

and skills make you ideal for the job. Please send your application to admin@biodiverseconsulting.co.uk

I look forward to hearing from you.

Vicki Mordue MSc MIoD. Managing Director
0191 303 7805 | 07920 239121
enquiries@biodiverseconsulting.co.uk | www,biodiverseconsulting.co.uk
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JOB DESCRIPTION

Position: Senior Ecologist

Location: Office based + Home working, although remote considered

Salary: c£28,000 - £40,000 (dependant on experience)

Hours: Flexible

Term: Permanent

OVERALL PURPOSE

To bid, win and deliver a range of ecological survey, assessment and net gain projects that

exceed client expectations without compromising your passion for wildlife and habitats.

As a senior member of the ecology team, you will be responsible for the management and

safe delivery of a range of complex and interesting projects on time and on budget,

working with clients, collaborators, and sub-contractors, where required.

Training and mentoring of junior members of the team will be a key aspect of your role,

and your technical experience will be integral to this. Your input into the design of the

ecology services will be sought and there will be a requirement for proactive marketing of

the Consultancy.

ROLE RESPONSIBILITIES

● Complex fee proposals, desktop surveys, preliminary assessments, protected species and
habitat surveys, shadow Habitat Regulation Assessments (HRA) and Ecological Impact
Assessment (EcIA)

● Method Statement production/review and Ecological Clerk of Works
● Biodiversity Net Gain Assessments (including application of Biodiversity metric) for onsite

and offsite schemes as well as strategic assessments
● Report, production and technical review (including map production)
● Support team in Protected Species Licence Applications and implementation (including

appropriate mitigation and compensation schemes for straight forward projects)
● Efficient and professional client relationship management
● Project management (including budgetary & resource planning of your projects)
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● Train, mentor, and support colleagues through a clear and structured programme
● Co-ordination of collaborators & sub-contractors
● Ecology service design input
● Adherence to Health and Safety policies and practices, including Risk Assessment

production
● Promotion of services and company (web & social media)

PERSON SPECIFICATION

You will have extensive ecology consultancy experience and knowledge of current and incoming

legislation, species, and habitats. however, it is the proactive attitude, client focus and create

approach that will successfully deliver this role. A track record of protected species licencing

applications, including design and implementation of mitigation schemes is desirable.

Membership of CIEEM is a prerequisite.

The person specification details the key attributes that are essential for the post and there will be

a requirement to evidence these at interview.

Experience

● Min. four years working in ecology consultancy

● Report writing and technical review

● Extensive Preliminary Ecological & Bat Roost Appraisal alongside protected species

surveys (GCN, bat, mammals & barn owl etc.)

● Habitat Regulation Assessment screening, complex Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA)

& Ecology Chapter production for Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA)

● Application of Biodiversity Net Gain Assessment including use of Biodiversity Metric

● Client liaison

● Project management skills (including financial management and resource planning)

● Track record of delivering training and mentoring schemes for colleagues

Knowledge

● Detailed understanding and application of Ecological Impact Assessment in complex

residential and infrastructure schemes

● Detailed understanding of designated sites, citations and assessment of development

impacts
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● Understanding of Habitat Regulations Assessment process

● Knowledge of Development Planning Regime

● Detailed knowledge and application of current & incoming environmental, wildlife and

habitats legislation

● Basic knowledge of the principles of Environmental Net Gain & Natural Capital

Assessment desirable

Skills and Qualifications

● Min. of BSc degree in Ecology or closely related subject

● Min. of 1 Protected Species Licence at Class 2 level or progressing towards

● CIEEM membership (min Associate.)

● Proficient use of Office 365

● Critical thinking and application of ecological knowledge to achieve the best possible

outcomes for people and wildlife

Personal Qualities

● Strong time management & levels of personal organisation

● Motivated, and able to use own initiative

● Able to meet often tight deadlines and prioritise own work to meet/manage client

expectations

● Excellent oral and written communication skills, including attention to detail in all aspects

of the role

● Ability to maintain client and commercial confidentiality

● Prepared to work unsociable hours, occasional weekends, able to drive and access to own

vehicle
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WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO US

We place gains for biodiversity and positive environmental impact at the heart of everything we

do. We are creative problem solvers. Every single team member is passionate about nature and

shares a vision for delivering pragmatic services that balance business and biodiversity.

OUR VALUES

We truly believe in supporting sustainable placemaking that benefits communities, people and

nature. And that’s why we partner with businesses, the public sector and charities to create

positive change that makes a tangible difference to our world.
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OUR OFFER TO YOU

As well as a nurturing and supportive culture that values personal development as much as

professional, you will also benefit from:

- A rare opportunity to shape and influence a growing consultancy both in terms of the

services we offer and the team we build

- A dedicated training and development budget to support your growth

- Access to professional environmental membership bodies

- Dedicated volunteering time for conservation-oriented projects

- Flexible working hours

- Work from anywhere in the UK

- Grade II listed offices near Newcastle-upon-Tyne, should you choose to use them

- Winter working hours to reflect the changing seasons and the effect on our work

- A dedicated mentoring scheme
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- Performance-related bonus scheme

- 22 days holiday plus bank holidays

- An additional day off on your birthday

- Pension scheme
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